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Abstract

I examine the risk and return characteristics of pairs trading using a sample of 16 dual-listed U.S.
and U.K exchange-traded funds during 2010-2019. Moreover, I analyze whether the profitability
can be attributed to mean reversion. I construct pairs based on the same underlying index and use
cointegration to model the trading signals. I find that the pairs trading anomaly persists and yields
average annualized excess returns of 11.5%. The returns remain significant even when adjusted
for systematic risk. However, by analyzing the price behavior on the day of divergence, the return
distribution between the listings, and the differing performance of the long and short positions, I
find that the profitability cannot be attributed solely to mean reversion. Instead, my findings
indicate that the strategy exploits a lead-lag relationship between the U.S. and U.K. ETFs. On
average, the ETF listed in the U.K. acts as a follower and generates most of the profits.
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1 Introduction

Pairs trading originates from the work of Wall
Street quant Nunzio Tartaglia at Morgan Stanley
during the mid-1980s. He led a team that developed
strategies that could generate automated trading
signals using statistical arbitrage. (Vidyamurthy
(2004)). One of these strategies relied on identifying
securities that moved together. When an anomaly in
this comoving relationship occurred, Tartaglia's team
would trade the comoving securities on the notion
that the relationship would restore. This strategy,
commonly used by hedge funds and institutional
investors, came to be known as pairs trading.

Since then, the literature has studied pairs trading
with various types of stocks, fixed income, and
commodities. The most extensive empirical
applications include the work of Gatev et al. (2006),
Do and Faff (2010), and Rad et al. (2015) with
common stocks. However, there is limited pairs
trading literature regarding one of the fastest-growing
investment products worldwide, the exchange-traded
funds with four-fold growth in global assets during
the 2010s, reaching $4.3tn at the end of 2019 (BofA,
Global research). Yet, the literature on cross-
sectional mispricing of exchange-traded funds
indicates that there exist momentary divergences
from parity. E.g., Rompotis (2012) report that the
significant differences in the performance and
tracking error between dual-listed U.S. and U.K.
ETFs follow a stationary process. Moreover,
Petajisto (2017) finds proof of short-term mean
reversion in a cross-section of ETFs that track the
same underlying. Both these findings represent the
key qualities of profitable pairs trading.

This paper examines the risk and return
characteristics of pairs trading using a similar sample
of dual-listed U.S. and U.K. exchange-traded funds
as Rompotis (2012). Moreover, I further examine
whether the strategy's profitability can be attributed
to mean reversion, as evidence by Petajisto (2017)
indicates. To test this, I implement a similar
cointegrated pairs trading algorithm as Huck and
Afawubo (2004). However,  I execute the trades
using contracts for difference (CFD) with 20/10
margin requirements instead of the commonly used
50/30  set in the Federal Reserve Board's Regulation
T for short positions. I do this to account for the

restrictions imposed by PRIIPs regulation for retail
investors in the European Union.

I contribute to the pairs trading and exchange-
traded fund literature in the following ways. First, I
demonstrate that the widely reported pairs trading
anomaly persists even when applied to fundamentally
close-knit securities such as dual-listed exchange-
traded funds. I find that the strategy yields average
annualized after transaction cost excess returns of
30.9%. Even when I adjust the returns for the CFDs'
leverage effect, the excess returns remain at 11.3%.
Further, I do not detect a decreasing trend in the
profitability or the number of pairs opening, albeit the
global assets invested in ETFs increased four-fold
during the sample.

Second, I show that the strategy's profitability
cannot be attributed solely to mean reversion. Rather,
my findings indicate that the strategy exploits a lead-
lag relationship between the U.S. and U.K. listings.
On average, the U.S. shares trigger the deviation
from parity, whereas the U.K. counterpart follows to
correct the mispricing, thereby producing most of the
profits. Furthermore, I show that the differing
dividend schedules and related ex-dividend day price
movements significantly affect deviation from parity.
However, the effect is not big enough to trigger the
opening of pairs.

I examine my findings' robustness against two
risk factor models, the International Asset Pricing
Model and the Fama French three-factor model. The
excess returns remain significant both economically
and statistically. However, I find that the Fama
French three-factor model has limited but significant
explanatory power over the strategy's returns,
indicating that strategy is not entirely market neutral.
I further provide an alternative explanation for the
factor exposures in terms of the market's flight-to-
quality movement during high VIX levels.

In addition to the risk-adjusted metrics, I account
for possible upward bias in returns by adjusting my
model for the effect of bid-ask bounce presented by
Jegadeesh (1990). Similar to Gatev et al. (2006), I do
this by entering the trades one day after receiving a
trading signal. Further, in line with Gatev et al.
(2006), I use a conservative 'committed capital'
approach to calculate the returns while accounting for
opportunity costs.



I implement the following procedure to estimate
whether the returns are purely due to mean reversion
or, e.g., due to exchange related relative mispricing.
First, I compare the performance difference between
the U.S. and U.K. legs as well as the long and short
positions. Then I calculate the average deviation in
price that triggers a trading signal. I do this for both
the U.S. and U.K. legs separately. Finally, I compare
the risk-adjusted monthly excess returns of the long
and short positions. To check for my findings'
robustness, I use a panel model to further test whether
the differing dividend schedules leading to
temporarily different price movements on ex-
dividend days explain the differences between
returns on the U.S. and U.K. legs.

This paper's main shortcomings are due to the
limited availability of roughly identical dual-listed
exchange-traded funds. The dataset consists of only
16 exchange-traded funds, i.e., eight pairs. Moreover,
since I use daily closing prices of securities that trade
simultaneously only for two hours a day, this exposes
my findings to possible shortcomings regarding real-
world implementation. However, I have accounted
for this by using various robustness measures,
including the one-day waiting period and
conservative return calculation method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In chapter two, I provide a literature review
into pairs trading. Chapters three and four discuss the
dataset and research methodology. Chapter five
discusses the strategy's profitability in detail, whereas
chapter six focuses on the risk metrics. In chapter
seven, I compare my findings to relevant literature.
Finally, chapter eight revises the main conclusions.

2 Literature review

The literature on pairs trading belongs to the
broader family of statistical arbitrage that studies
statistically driven strategies to exploit relative price
movements in securities while maintaining market
neutrality. The baseline approach to pairs trading in
the literature is the work of Gatev, Goetzmann, and
Rouwenhorst (2006), commonly noted in the
literature and from here on as GGR. GGR define
pairs trading as a contrarian strategy that relies solely
on past price dynamics. The idea is that one must find
securities that have moved together. Then when the

spread between them widens, short the winner and
long the loser. GGR test pairs trading against the
CRSP stocks first in 1999 with data from 1962 to
1999 and then later in 2004 with data from 1988 to
2002. They utilize the most commonly used method
by practitioners, the distance method. The distance
method relies on finding pairs by minimizing the sum
of squared residuals (SSD) between securities' prices,
i.e., the spread. They find annualized excess returns
of around 11%, of which only a small portion
contributes to the common risk factors such as the
three-factor model by Fama and French (1996), the
short-term reversal of Jegadeesh (1990) and
Lehmann (1990), and Carhart's (1997) momentum
factor. The profits remain robust to estimates of
transaction costs and short-selling costs like short
rebates. Further, GGR observes that a decreasing
trend in profitability exists.

Do and Faff (2010) expand GGR's sample by
replicating the study with data until 2009 and find
that the declining trend begins in the 1990s.
However, the strategy's profitability increases
significantly during the 2000-2002 and 2007-2009
bear markets. Do and Faff (2012) examine whether
the profits in GGR are robust to time-varying trading
cost estimates and find that the GGR's baseline
approach loses its profitability. By applying an
enhanced version of identification via finer industry
classification such as the 48 Fama–French industries
and the number of zero-crossings during the
formation period as in Do and Faff (2010), the
profitability remains significant but diminished
around 3.7% per annual.

The literature further examines the GGR's
approach through the analysis of the profitability
factors affecting pairs trading. Papadakis and
Wysocki (2007) use a sample of  U.S. equities during
1981-2006 and find that earnings announcement and
forecasts tend to trigger pairs' opening. However,
these event trigged positions are less profitable than
non-event. Engelberg et al. (2009) continue from this
and find idiosyncratic shocks to affect the returns
negatively. In contrast, a shared shock to, e.g.,
liquidity constrained pairs has a positive effect. When
one of the pair constituents is liquidity constrained,
the other one reacts to information quicker, opening
a lead-lag window for arbitrageurs to trade. Jacobs
and Weber (2015) contribute to the information



effect by finding that when market-level information
surges capture investors' focus compared to
individual stocks, pairs are more likely to open. This
effect is due to the slowing spread of information on
an individual stock level forming a possible lead-lag
window similar to Engelberg et al. (2009). By testing
the GGR on 34 international markets during 2000-
2013, Jacobs and Weber (2015) confirm the pairs
trading anomaly's persistence globally.

Other applications of GGR include Mori and
Ziobrowski's (2011) application in the U.S. REIT
market during 1987-2008. They find that the GGR
method is more profitable with REITs than common
stocks. This difference derives from the REITs being
closer substitutes and having stricter relationships
due to REITs' homogeneity. However, the effect
disappears after the year 2000. They link this to either
the market's structural changes or investors
recognizing the pairs trading opportunities.

Krauss (2017) notes that the distance method is
theoretically sub-optimal. Instead of identifying pairs
with high spread variance and strong mean-reversion,
the distance method ultimately favors pairs with zero
spread since that minimizes the sum of squared
residuals. Thereby, the distance method tends to
favor pairs with limited profit potential. Do and Faff
(2010) confirm the distance method's sub-optimality.
They find that approximately every third distance
pair did not converge during their sample from 1962
to 2009. Further, Huck and Afawubo (2015)
emphasize the importance of testing for cointegration
when selecting pairs instead of minimizing the sum
of squared residuals. They use a sample of S&P 500
stocks during 2000-2011. The cointegration method's
advantage is that it identifies pairs with higher spread
volatility and shorter convergence times. Overall, the
cointegrated pairs yield risk-factor robust monthly
excess returns of 1.38%. Whereas similar to previous
literature, they confirm the diminishing profitability
of the distance method. In addition to the before
presented advantages, the cointegration method's
high profitability is mainly due to its increased ability
to forecast direction within the pairs.

Vidyamurthy's (2004) textbook forms the basis of
cointegration based pairs trading literature. As in
GGR, the presented methods are pragmatic and
follow a simple roadmap. First, identify potentially
cointegrated securities, preferably using fundamental

reasoning. Second, test the presence of cointegration
via methods presented by Engle and Granger (1987).
Third, examine the pairs to find feasible delta by
defining opening and closing thresholds. The
literature commonly defines the opening and closing
thresholds as standard deviations from some
equilibrium between two securities.

Rad et al. (2015) provide the first extensive
application of cointegration using the CRSP stocks
during 1962-2014. They examine the performance
differences between three pair selection methods,
including distance and cointegration. However, they
use cointegration to filter the top 20 stocks that they
first pre-filter using the distance method. This model
blending leads to roughly identical pre-transaction
cost monthly excess returns between the distance
(0.88%) and cointegration methods (0.83%). This
finding is contrary to the results of Huck and
Afawubo (2015), mostly due to model mixing.

Several authors test the profitability of
cointegration in the futures market using various
well-known commodity spreads between raw
materials and their end products. E.g., Girma and
Paulson (1999), Dunis et al. (2006), and Cummins
and Bucca (2012) test the methodology with the
crack spread, Simon (1999) with the crush spread,
and Emery and Lieu (2002) with the spark spread.
Overall, they report transaction cost robust annual
excess returns between 15%-20%. However, the
sample periods are relatively small, ranging from one
to nine years. Nevertheless, these results support
Vidyamurthy's (2004) guidelines for pre-filtering
pairs based on fundamental relationships.

Hong and Susmel (2003) further test pairs trading
with fundamentally bound securities. They find
trading the spread between American Depositary
Receipts (ADRs) and their primary listings
profitable. However, as Krauss (2017) points out,
they do not provide any calculations behind the
assumed cointegrated relationship. Li et al. (2014)
apply the cointegration method to the Chinese A and
H-share markets during 2009-2013. They find that
trading the spread of dual-listed companies yields
annual transaction and risk factor robust excess
returns of 10.8%. However, in contrast to common
literature, 54% of the variability in the excess returns
can be explained using an international asset pricing
model (IAPM).



Further testing in the international market is done
by Caldeira and Moura (2013) with Brazilian
IBovespa stocks during 2005-2012 and Bogomolov
(2011) with Australian ASX stocks during 1996-
2010. Both reporting annual transaction cost robust
excess returns of 15.87% and around 4%,
respectively. The returns of Bogomolov (2011) differ
from the commonly perceived high profitability. This
difference derives from the transaction costs and a
limited number of stocks with sufficient liquidity to
be considered pairs. However, Broussard and
Vaihekoski (2012) find the GGR's method profitable
in the relatively illiquid Finnish stock market during
a sample of 1987 to 2008. Further, in line with Li et
al. (2014), they find that the multiple share class
environment provides profitable trading
opportunities.

The literature studies pairs trading on various
markets with different asset classes such as equities,
commodities, and bonds. For example, Nath et al.
(2003) apply the distance method to the total
secondary market of U.S. government debt during
1994-2000. Nevertheless, in this domain, exchange-
traded funds are a relatively new subject. The
literature consists mostly of the works of Galenko et
al. (2012) and working papers by Schizas et al. (2011)
and Rudy et al. (2010).

Galenko et al. (2012) use exchange-traded funds
in developing an active multivariate cointegration
strategy. They filter pairs according to short and
long-term linear dependence using correlation and
cointegration, respectively. Even though they can
produce alpha, as Krauss (2017) notes, their results
are vulnerable to extensive data mining and lack
statistical significance testing. Schizas et al. (2011)
test the distance method with 22 international
exchange-traded funds during 1996-2009. They find
annual excess returns of approximately 12%.
However, they do not account for transaction costs.
Most importantly, they note similar asymmetry in the
distribution of returns between the pairs' long and
short legs as GGR. The short leg has a higher
contribution to the overall profits. Lastly, Schizas et
al. (2011) find that the level of individual countries'
dividend yield, earning per share, and Fama French
HML and SMB factors have a significant but limited
positive effect on a pair's profitability. Rudy et al.
(2010) test whether exchange-traded funds perform

better than common stocks when used in pairs. By
using a sample of S&P 100 constituents and 100 most
liquid exchange-traded funds (as of Jun. 11, 2010)
from 2005 to 2010, they find that exchange-traded
funds do perform better. Departing from the common
literature, they use information ratio instead of
returns to estimate the performance. They do this
since it is a commonly used measure in practice to
compare different strategies directly. The
information ratio presents the increase in excess
return per unit of increased volatility compared to its
benchmark (Goodwin (1998)). Rudy et al. (2010)
report information ratios of around 1 for exchange-
traded fund pairs and 0.08 for common stocks. They
attribute this overperformance to the non-existing
bankruptcy risk in exchange-traded funds.

3 Data

My dataset is similar to Rompotis (2012) and
consists of 16 dual-listed U.S. and U.K. interfamily
equity exchange-traded funds (ETF) by BlackRock
iShares® during 01/01/2010 – 31/12/2019. A dual-
listed ETF has the same underlying, identical use of
income and the same base currency. The selected
ETFs' underlying indexes consist of international
markets, including North-America, Japan, Pacific ex-
Japan, and varying emerging markets. In comparison
to Rompotis (2012), the main difference is that I
select only equities with a base currency in USD and
income distribution. I do this to minimize the
institutional differences between dual-listed
interfamily ETFs, which Rompotis (2012) attributes
as one reason behind their differing performance.
Furthermore, by eliminating the currency risk related
to trading in two currencies, I minimize the need for
assumptions of its effect on the findings as in Jong et
al. (2009).

I retrieve daily data from DataStream for ETFs’
closing prices. The indexes used to calculate the
information ratios and the IAPM model among the
VIX index are also retrieved from DataStream daily.
BlackRock provides the ETF specific dividend
schedules that I use in adjusting the returns. I use
trading holiday schedules to filter out days when
either of the exchanges, NYSE or LSE, is closed to
restrict the opening and closing of a pair to days when
both exchanges are open. The trading holiday



schedules are provided for each exchange by NYSE
and LSE, respectively. Finally, I retrieve data from
Kenneth French's website for the risk factors I use in
the Fama French 3 factor model. I provide a further
description of the ETFs in appendix table 1.

4 Research methodology

In its simplicity, pairs trading consist of
identifying a comoving relationship between the
prices of two securities. When the securities diverge
from this parity, one short sells the winner and buys
the loser. The trade relies on the expectation that the
change in the spread between the securities is
momentary and will revert to long-run equilibrium.
The key to successful pairs trading is identifying this
relationship and determining the optimal open and
closing thresholds. The identification is implemented
in literature, most commonly, either via the distance
or cointegration method. Krauss (2017) provides
reasoning for the superiority of the cointegration
method.   For example,  Huck and Afawubo (2015)
find that the cointegration method performs better in
identifying pairs with higher spread volatility and
shorter convergence times. This quality is crucial for
profitability since profitability is a function of the
number of trades and the profit per trade
(Vidyamurthy (2004)). Thus, I implement the
cointegration method to construct the pairs trading
model.

I apply various risk and performance metrics
using the underlying ETFs as a benchmark to
measure the strategy's performance. I further
examine whether the returns remain significant when
corrected with two risk-factor models, the
International Asset Pricing Model and the Fama
French three-factor model. Similar to GGR, to deter
whether the strategy's profitability derives purely
from mean-reversion, I divide the strategy's returns
into short and long legs. I also further examine the
effects of differing dividend schedules, the
magnitude of deviations from parity when the
strategy generates trading signals as well as return
differences between the U.S. and U.K. legs.

4.1 The cointegration method

Lin et al. (2006) and Rad et al. (2016) provide a
compelling cointegration description. A time-series,
e.g., a series of stock returns, is noted as I(1) if its

first difference forms a stationary process I(0). Now,
consider two I(1) series of stock returns. If it is
possible to construct a linear combination of these
two, which forms a stationary I(0) series, the series
are cointegrated. Rad et al. (2015) summarize this in
a formula:

𝑋2,𝑡 − 𝛽𝑋1,𝑡 = 𝑢𝑡 (1)

Where 𝛽 is the non-zero cointegration coefficient and
𝑢𝑡  is the stationary I(0) series, i.e., the scaled spread
between the two securities (Vidyamurthy (2004)).
Thereby, the profit is calculated at time t as the
difference in the spread:

𝑋2,𝑡 − 𝛽𝑋1,𝑡 − 𝑋2,𝑡−1 − 𝛽𝑋1,𝑡−1 (2)

4.2 Trading strategy

Similar to GGR, I divide my strategy into two
parts, the formation and trading period. Like in Huck
and Afawubo (2015), the formation period lasts two
years, from 2010 to the end of 2011, whereas the
trading period settles over 2012-2019. During the
formation period, I construct scaled spreads of the
ETFs as in equation (1). For this purpose, I use a
rolling linear regression model with a window of 63
days, i.e., ¼ year. Then, similar to Girma and Paulson
(1999) and Li et al. (2014), I use the Augmented
Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron unit root tests to
test for stationarity in the scaled spreads during the
formation period. I find all the constructed ETF pairs
significantly cointegrated with a 1% significance
level. Table 1 presents the p-values of the unit root
test on the next page.

After constructing the pairs, similarly to Rad et al.
(2016), I normalize each scaled spread that passed the
unit-root test as:

𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 =
𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 − 𝝁𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑

𝝈𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
(3)

I normalize the spreads to calculate the opening and
closing thresholds as standard deviations similar to
GGR. However, differing from Rad et al. (2015), I
apply a rolling scaling with a window of 21 days, i.e.,
one month, to account for heteroscedasticity in the
spread's variance (Ogasawara et al. (2010)).



Table 1: Unit root tests for stationarity

Pair ADF Phillips-Perron

IVV, IDUS.L <0.01 <0.01
IJR, IDP6.L <0.01 <0.01
SCJ, IDJP.L <0.01 <0.01
EPP, IDFX.L <0.01 <0.01
FXI, IDFX.L <0.01 <0.01

EEM, IDEM.L <0.01 <0.01
EWT, IDTW.L <0.01 <0.01
EWY, IDKO.L <0.01 <0.01

This table presents the p-values of Augmented Dickey-Fuller and
Phillips-Perron unit root tests. Both test the null hypothesis of a unit
root while accounting for autocorrelation of the residuals. Further,
Phillips-Perron corrects the statistic for possible heteroscedasticity.

I use the literature's common principles to open a
position when the spread diverges further than two
standard deviations and close when it returns to parity
(Krauss (2017). However,  if a pair is open and it
diverges further than three standard deviations, I
close the position to limit losses. The long and short
positions thereby vary depending on whether the
spread deviates positively or negatively. To
standardize this in modeling, I use the U.S. listed
ETFs as 𝑋2,𝑡 and the U.K. counterparts as 𝑋1,𝑡 as in
equation (2). Therefore, e.g., when the spread
increases by two standard deviations, I short the U.S.
ETF and long the U.K. counterpart. In case of a
negative deviation from parity, the positions switch.
For example, a long U.S. and short U.K. position
consist of one U.S. share and 𝛽 U.K. shares, where 𝛽
is the cointegration coefficient.

Similarly to Lin et al. (2006), I permit the use of
fractional shares for simplicity. Further, similar to
Schizas (2011), I limit the time a pair is allowed to be
open to 20 days for two reasons. First, to cut non-
convergent pairs' losses, and second, waiting for
these pairs to converge will be most likely
unprofitable. Engelberg et al. (2009) find that pairs
trading's profitability is highest soon after the pairs
diverge. After that, it decreases exponentially over
time.

4.3 Trading frictions and costs

GGR notes that part of an observed price
divergence and, therefore, the return may be due to
the bid-ask bounce presented by Jegadeesh (1990).
After the divergence and convergence, the better-

performed security's closing price is more likely to be
an ask quote, and the loser's the bid quote. This
pricing difference leads to a systemic upward bias in
the pairs trading returns. GGR uses a one-day waiting
rule after a trading signal is received to account for
this bias. I apply the same rule in my strategy to
account for the bid-ask bounce and the possible
differences in closing quotes due to the difference of
closing times between London and New York stock
exchanges.

I also adjust the strategy to account for the
restrictions that affect retail investors across the
European Union in the form of PRIIPs regulation
(Packaged retail and insurance-based investment
products) introduced in 2018. In practice, this
regulation restricts retail traders' ability to trade
exchange-traded funds.  The ETF issuers within the
regulation perimeter must provide a key information
document (KID) to the investors in the investors'
local language. Moreover, the provider must publish
the  KID  on its website before offering the product
to retail investors. In the case of interfamily ETFs,
where a European counterpart for the U.S. listed ETF
exist, the motivation to produce and distribute these
documents is little. I apply the trading strategy using
Contracts for Difference (CFD) provided by Saxo
Bank A/S to resolve this issue. Like in Huang and
Martin (2018), who use CFDs in pairs trading, this
allows the application of real-level commissions in
backtesting the strategy.

The CFDs I use in this paper require a 20% initial
margin, accompanied by a 10% maintenance margin.
The level of the required margin forms a leverage
effect of 5x in the returns. For approximation, one can
divide the returns I present by 2.5 to obtain a return
that resembles the minimum margin requirements set
in the Federal Reserve Board's Regulation T for short
positions. As transaction costs, I apply the execution
prices that a frequent trader would experience when
trading via Saxo Bank A/S. Thereby, the execution
cost of a single trade is 0.05%. I also account for the
overnight financing costs that occur when a trader
holds a position overnight. The long position cost is
3.50% + LIBOR, whereas the short position receives
3.00% + LIBOR. Saxo Bank calculates the overnight
financing costs daily by dividing by 365. Since a pair
trade consists of two simultaneous positions, one
short the other long, the overall cost for financing per



day is 0.50%/365. Table 2 presents a summary of the
trading model.

Table 2: Trading model summary

Trading information
Model training period 2010-2011/ 494 days
Model testing period 2012-2019/ 2229 days
Rolling OLS estimator 63 days
Rolling Z-score estimator 21 days
Position open trigger 2σ
Position close triggers 𝝁, 3σ
Max length for open pair 20 days
CFD initial/ maintenance margin 20%/ 10%
Execution cost 0.05%
Lending cost long/ short ± LIBOR 3.50%/ -3.00%

This table presents the general principles of the applied trading
strategy. 𝜇 notes the zero mean of a standardized time series. 𝜎 notes
standard deviations from 𝜇.

4.4 Performance calculation

A pair can open at random times during the
trading period regarding itself and the cross-section
of pairs.  Thereby, I use a similar monthly return
computation method as GGR and calculate returns of
a single pair over 21 days, i.e., one month as
reinvested payoffs. However, since I use CFDs as a
trading instrument, the daily return of a single pair
differs from GGR and is calculated as a return over
posted margin and marked-to-market daily:

𝑚. 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑡 + 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑡
𝑚.𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑡−1

(4)

Where 𝑚.𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑡−1 notes the margin account's
dollar value at the previous day and 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 and 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡
the dollar gains at day 𝑡. I calculate the returns of the
whole portfolio using the conservative method noted
in GGR as committed capital. The committed capital
method calculates the returns to the overall
committed capital, including pairs that did not trade
over the period. This method is different from the
fully-invested return that GGR also applies. The
difference is that the fully-invested return calculates
the return only to capital invested in pairs that did
trade during the period in question. Thereby, the
committed capital calculation accounts for the
opportunity cost of committing capital to a strategy
even if it does not trade. Further, if the prices do not
converge, i.e., reach the 20-day limit, the returns of

this trade are calculated at the rate of the pair's closing
day. When a position is open, the spread can deviate
below and above the two standard deviation mark
multiples times. Thereby, to ease execution, I limit
the number of simultaneously open positions to one
within a single pair.

Finally, CFDs treat dividends differently
compared to common stocks since they pay them on
the ex-dividend day. The long position receives the
dividend, whereas the short position pays it. To
account for this difference in dividend payment, I
correct the daily returns accordingly. The
requirement to receive a dividend is, however,
similar to common stocks. A trader must hold a
position overnight between the ex-dividend day and
the day before.

5 Results

5.1 Strategy profits

Table 3 summarizes the after transaction cost
excess return of the strategy during the trading
period. Panel A summarizes the return on the overall
portfolio calculated using the committed capital
method, whereas Panel B focuses on the average
pair's return. From this point on, when I discuss
excess returns, they are the after transaction cost
returns.

The first row of Panel A states that the aggregate
portfolio earns monthly excess returns of 2.28%.
These returns are significant on a 1% level. For
comparison, I compute the returns using the 50%
initial and 30% maintenance margin requirements
presented in the Federal Reserve Board's Regulation
T. The monthly average excess return, noted in panel
A as 'Regulation T,' remains at 0.90% on a 1%
significance level. I calculate both t-statistics using
the Newey-West standard errors to account for
heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. I use T1/4 as
an approximation for the number of lags in the
Newey-West calculation. The size of the returns
suggests that even after deleveraging the CFD
instrument's effect, the returns remain large
economically and statistically.

Rest of the panel A focuses on the distribution of
the monthly excess returns. Compared to the average
pair's returns presented in panel B, the diversification
benefits from trading the whole portfolio are implicit.



However, even when trading only one pair, the
average monthly volatility (3.30%) remains lower
than the corresponding value (4.42%) of the
underlying ETFs presented in the second appendix
table. The result is similar in the range of realized
returns. Even when trading only one pair, the average
range of realized returns (-4.69% to 15.20%)
performs better than the underlying's average range
(-11.80% to 11.90%). The overperformance
continues when comparing the number of months
with negative returns. The total portfolio experienced
negative monthly excess returns during the trading
period only 3.13% of the time. The same number for
a single pair is on average 6.77%. Whereas the
average underlying experienced negative returns
39.32% of the time. Finally, the strategy's return
distribution is positively skewed and experiences
high excess kurtosis. Thereby it is prone to
occasional extreme positive returns.

Table 3: Excess returns of pairs trading portfolio

A) Monthly excess return on the portfolio, (%)
Average excess return on the portfolio 2.275***
   Standard error (Newey-West) 0.211
Average excess return, Regulation T 0.900***
   Standard error (Newey-West) 0.100

Excess return distribution
Median 1.606
Standard deviation 2.171
Skewness 1.834
Kurtosis 4.279
Minimum -0.494
Maximum 11.929
Observations with excess return < 0 3.125

B) Monthly excess return on a single pair, (%)
Average 2.262
Median 1.452
Standard deviation 3.304
Skewness 1.481
Kurtosis 3.886
Minimum -4.689
Maximum 15.204
Observations with excess return <0 6.771

This table reports the after transaction cost excess return statistics.
Regulation T notes the leverage adjusted returns. The standard errors
are calculated using the Newey-West method with three lags to
account for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. *** notes 1%
significance level.

5.2 Trading statistics

Table 4 provides trading statistics of the portfolio
in the essence of the pairs trading profit function
presented by Vidyamurthy (2004):

𝑓𝑃𝑇𝑆 = 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠 ∗ 𝑟𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 (5)

During the 2229 day trading period, 596 pairs
open. The number of opened pairs distribute to 6.21
pairs being open during every month of the total eight
pairs. On an individual pair level, the same number is
0.78. Overall, the pairs converge to parity reasonably
quickly, and the 20-day position limit is triggered
only eight times out of 596 trades. On average, one
round-trip takes 3.74 days. However, the standard
deviation is 4.31. Thereby the time it takes for a pair
to converge varies a lot. Similar behavior exists in the
time pairs stay within the band of two standard
deviations.

Table 4: Trading statistics and return

Trading statistics
Number of opened pairs
Total 596
Monthly portfolio average 6.21
   Standard deviation 4.25
Monthly pair level average 0.78
   Standard deviation 0.77

Average length
Position open 3.74
   Standard deviation 4.31
Time between positions 22.75
   Standard deviation 20.56
Duration limit trigged 8
Margin calls 0
Stationarity test p-value < 0.01

Round-trip return
Average 3.00***
   Standard error (Newey West) 0.10
   Standard deviation 2.80
Stationarity test p-value < 0.01

This table reports the trading statistics for the number of pairs opening
during the trading period, their average length, and return. The
standard errors are calculated using the Newey-West method with
three lags to account for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. ***
notes 1% significance level. The stationarity test reports the p-values
of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test.

On average, one round-trip trade yields an excess
return of 3.00% on a 1% significance level. By
applying Vidyamurthy's (2004) profit function (5),



the average monthly profitability on a pair level is
approximately 2.34%. Finally, I test whether there
exists a trend in the profitability of single round-trips
or the number of trades per month. Using the
Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test, I reject the
null hypothesis of a unit root existing in either the
number of trades within a month or the round-trip's
profitability.

Overall, these findings indicate that pairs trading
with interfamily dual-listed ETFs is a short-term
trading strategy that has persisted throughout 2012-
2019 with relatively constant profitability.

5.3 Profitability between the markets

Table 5 reports the profitability between pairs of
which underlying ETFs include either developed or
emerging market portfolios. Pairs trading with
developed market ETFs yields slightly higher returns
compared to the emerging markets. However, the
difference is not significant. The monthly excess
returns are 2.36% and 2.19%, respectively.
Moreover, both experience a similar deviation in the
monthly returns and have positively skewed return
distributions. Albeit both distributions are
leptokurtic, pairs that trade the developed markets are
more prone to extreme positive returns, also indicated
by the range of realized returns.

Table 5: Excess returns on developed and emerging markets

Monthly excess return on DM and EM, (%)
Developed Emerging

Average excess return 2.355*** 2.186***
   Standard error (Newey West) 0.220 0.241
Average difference 0.168

0.189   Standard error (Newey-West)

Excess return distribution
Median 1.987 1.532
Standard deviation 2.381 2.331
Skewness 1.848 1.392
Kurtosis 4.547 1.935
Minimum -0.208 -1.171
Maximum 12.877 10.897

This table reports the return differences between pairs that trade an
underlying containing either developed or emerging market
portfolios. The standard errors are calculated using the Newey-West
method with three lags to account for heteroscedasticity and serial
correlation. *** notes 1% significance level.

Table 6 reports the profitability between the
exchanges where the traded underlying is listed.
There exist a significant difference between the
returns of the U.S. and U.K. legs of the trade. On
average, the U.K. leg yields a monthly excess return
of 2.14%. Simultaneously, the average excess return
of the U.S. leg does not differ significantly from zero.
The difference between the monthly excess returns is,
on average, 2.03%. This finding indicates that the
profitability derives significantly from the U.K. listed
ETFs.

Table 6: Excess returns on US and UK legs

Monthly excess return on U.S. and U.K. legs, (%)
US UK

Average excess return 0.109 2.140***
   Standard error (Newey-West) 0.204 0.306
Average difference 2.032***
   Standard error (Newey-West) 0.479

Excess return distribution
Median 0.034 1.444
Standard deviation 2.376 3.276
Skewness 0.528 1.045
Kurtosis 2.111 2.298
Minimum -5.988 -5.112
Maximum 7.859 13.513

This table reports the return distribution between the U.S. and U.K.
legs of a pair trade. The standard errors are calculated using the
Newey-West method with three lags to account for heteroscedasticity
and serial correlation. *** notes 1% significance level.

I further examine whether the differing dividend
schedules between the U.S. and the U.K. ETFs
presented in the first appendix table affect the pairs'
opening. I use the Hausman test to justify the use of
a random-effects panel model. The random-effect
model is noted as:

𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1𝑈𝑆𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑈𝐾𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 (6)

Where 𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑  is the estimated standard deviation
from the equilibrium of the normalized spread
between two ETFs. 𝑈𝑆𝑖,𝑡  and 𝑈𝐾𝑖,𝑡  are the dummy
variables receiving the value of 1 on ex-dividend
dates. Lastly, 𝜀𝑖,𝑡  notes the error term. Signs i and t
note the individual pair variables at a certain point in
time. I present the results in table 7 on the next page.

The estimated effects of ex-dividend day price
movements of the U.S. and U.K. ETFs are 1.67 and
1.21, respectively. One explanation for the higher



deviation from equilibrium on the U.S. ex-dividend
days is that the U.S. ETFs pay dividends less
frequently on average. Thereby, the dividends
contribute to a higher effect. However, even though
the price movement during ex-dividend days
significantly affect the deviation from equilibrium,
they do not constitute a high enough effect to trigger
pairs' opening.

Table 7: Ex-dividend day effect on spread deviation

Estimate Std. Error p-value

Intercept -0.005 0.009 0.571
US dividends -1.666 0.276 < 0.001
UK dividends 1.208 0.148 < 0.001

This table presents the results of a random-effects panel regression.
The random-effects model is chosen using the Hausman test. Intercept
stands for the estimate for the equilibrium of the standardized spread
between U.S. and U.K. ETFs. UK and US dividends are dummy
variables receiving the value of 1 on ex-dividend days. The standard
errors are calculated using Arellano's robust standard errors (1987)
and clustered by group. This method accounts for heteroscedasticity
and cross-sectional dependence. The model's formula is noted as:
𝜎𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1𝑈𝑆𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑈𝐾𝑖 ,𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡

Since the differing ex-dividend schedules do not
contribute to the differing returns from the pairs' legs,
I further examine the average change in price in both
U.S. and U.K. legs when a trading signal is received.
Table 8 presents the results. First, I calculate the
returns for both U.S. and U.K. legs when a trading
signal is received. Then I calculate the absolute
values for the returns and test whether the difference
between them is significant. If both legs contribute
equally to the divergence of a pair, the difference
should be near zero.

The difference in price movement in days of
divergence is significant on a 5% level with five out
of eight pairs within the sample and at a 10% level
with two of the remaining three pairs. I further
calculate the days when the absolute change in the
U.S. leg's price was higher than the U.K.'s one. On
average, 68.5% of the days the strategy generates a
trading signal, the U.S. leg experiences higher price
deviation. Finally, I calculate the average deviation
in price on the signal days. The deviation in price is
on average -0.65% for the U.S. leg and -0.06% for
the U.K. These findings suggest a lead-lag
relationship between the U.S. and U.K. legs of a pair
trade. The U.S. leg tends to trigger the opening of

positions more frequently. In contrast, the U.K. leg
tends to follow the price movement contributing to
most of the portfolio's profits, as presented in table 6.

Table 8: Statistics of the trading signal triggers

ETF Trigger deviation Abs.Diff. US>UK

US UK p-value %
IVV/IDUS -0.822 -0.218 < 0.001 71.277
IJR/IDP6 -1.016 -0.025 < 0.001 76.344
SCJ/IDJP -0.633 -0.119 0.025 63.529
EPP/IPXJ -0.576 -0.076 0.051 74.737
FXI/IDFX -0.499 -0.030 0.094 69.412
EEM/IDEM -0.612 0.008 0.018 77.66
EWT/IDTW -0.385 -0.043 0.132 56.731
EWY/IDKO -0.685 0.04 0.005 58.242
Average -0.654 -0.058 0.054 68.492

This table presents the distribution of the trading signals that strategy
generates. Trigger deviation is noted in percent and calculated as the
change to the previous day's closing price. P-values are calculated
using the Student's T-test. The US>UK notes the percentage of days
when the trigger deviation of the U.S. legs was higher than the U.K.'s

5.4 Returns of the long and short positions

Similarly to GGR, I separately examine the return
distribution within the long and short positions. As
GGR notes, examining the difference further
explains whether the strategy purely exploits mean
reversion or, e.g., derive profitability from other
known patterns in returns such as the short term
reversal presented by Jegadeesh (1990). If the
strategy solely exploits mean reversion, long and
short positions should yield similar returns.
Moreover, if the returns differ significantly, there
possibly exist differences in risk characteristics.
Table 9 present the summary of the excess return
distribution between the long and short positions

I start by computing the average returns between
the short and long positions and find that the long
position yield a monthly excess return of 1.01% on
average. The same number for the short position is
1.44%. Both returns are significant on a 1% level.
However, I find that the monthly difference between
the returns is not significant from zero. Therefore,
based solely on this finding, I cannot reject the null
hypothesis of pure exploitation of mean reversion.
However, when examining the volatility and return
distribution within the positions, I find that the short
position experiences higher volatility on average than
the long position. The picture remains when I



compare the kurtosis, skewness, and return ranges.
The short position experiences more extreme
occasional positive returns, which partly explains the
higher average return. These findings motivate
further risk analysis against common risk factors to
examine the difference in risk-adjusted returns. I
discuss this in the next chapter.

Table 9: Excess returns of long and short legs

Monthly excess return on long and short legs, (%)
Long Short

Average excess return 1.009*** 1.439***
   Standard error (Newey-West) 0.234 0.368
Difference -0.430
   Standard error (Newey-West) 0.561

Excess return distribution
Median 0.681 0.831
Standard deviation 2.723 3.840
Skewness 1.245 1.914
Kurtosis 3.989 6.642
Minimum -6.264 -5.893
Maximum 12.153 20.161

This table reports the differences between the monthly excess returns
on the long and short legs of a pair trade. The standard errors are
calculated using the Newey-West method with three lags to account
for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. *** notes 1%
significance level.

6 Risk characteristics

To further examine the profitability and
performance of pairs trading with interfamily dual-
listed ETFs, I discuss the common performance
metrics Sharpe ratio, information ratio, modified
value at risk, and maximum drawdown. Table 10
provides a summary of these statistics. I then
examine in table 11 whether I can explain the excess
returns with the International Asset Pricing Model
(IAPM) used in the literature by Jong et al. (2009)
and Li et al. (2015), both studying pairs trading with
a similar 'Siamese twin' setting to mine. The IAPM
aims to explain the portfolio's excess returns with the
excess returns of the global market portfolio and two
domestic market portfolios corresponding to the
exchanges where the traded dual-listed security is
listed. To further examine the systematic risk
exposure, apply the three-factor model of Fama and
French (1996). Table 12 presents these results.

In table 10, I use the information ratio in addition
to the Sharpe ratio to measure the additional
information that is revealed by the excess return over

Table 10: Performance and risk metrics

Monthly risk and performance, (%)
Portfolio
Sharpe ratio 1.048
Information ratio, MSCI World 0.330
Modified VaR (5%) NA
Maximum Drawdown 3.508

The average single pair
Sharpe ratio 0.689
Information ratio, the underlying index 0.287
Modified VaR (5%) -1.660
Maximum Drawdown 8.218

The average underlying ETF
Sharpe ratio 0.135
Information ratio -0.089
Modified VaR (5%) -7.015
Maximum Drawdown 27.967

This table reports the common performance metrics used in portfolio
analysis. Modified VaR and information ratio are calculated
according to Favre and Galeano (2002) and Goodwin (1998),
respectively.

its benchmark. As Goodwin (1998) notes, the
commonly used Sharpe ratio tends to be positive
when calculated with passive index funds' returns
even though an index tracking portfolio does not
reveal any excess information about the underlying
market. I calculate the information ratio as the
average excess return on the benchmark, 𝐸𝑅, divided
by with its volatility 𝜎𝐸𝑅 during the calculation
period. Thereby, the information ratio depicts the
average excess return per unit of increased volatility
in the excess return. I calculate the value at risk on a
5% level using the modified VaR method presented
by Favre and Galeano (2002). I use this instead of the
traditional mean VaR calculation to account for the
strategy's non-normal return distribution. Further, I
calculate the maximum drawdown as the maximum
observed loss from a peak level until the return series
reaches its new peak.

The monthly Sharpe ratio of the total portfolio is
almost eight times higher than the average Sharpe of
the underlying ETFs'. Even when I discard the
advantage of diversification, an induvial pair
provides roughly five times larger Sharpe ratio than
the ETFs on average. Thereby the pairs offer a better
return to risk ratio than a typical ETF. The average
information ratio of the ETFs is in line with Goodwin
(1998). The average ETF does not provide any excess
information about the underlying market; on the



contrary, it provides inferior returns compared to its
underlying index. By examining the information
ratios, I find that the total portfolio earns 0.33%
monthly excess returns for each unit of increased
volatility in the excess returns compared to the MSCI
World index. The same number for a single pair is on
average 0.29%. For the single pairs, I use the
benchmarks of the underlying ETFs to calculate the
values.

The monthly value at risk calculation for the total
portfolio does not provide steady estimates since only
a limited number of months when the portfolio yields
negative returns is available. The limited number of
negative months is mostly due to the diversification
benefit provided by the scattered distribution of pairs'
opening. Moreover, as presented in table 3, the
portfolio experiences negative returns on a monthly
level only 3.14% of the time, of which the worst
month yields -0.49%. On a pair level, the monthly
value at risk is, on average, -1.66%. Compared to the
average ETF value, -7.02%, the potential loss for a
month is relatively small. As GGR notes, the VaR
estimates are useful since they approximate whether
an investor could increase the leverage even more, to
amplify the returns without facing the risk of
increased margin calls. Further, the maximum
drawdown is also relatively limited when comparing
to the underlying ETFs. The maximum drawdowns
for the total portfolio and induvial pairs are 3.51%
and 8.22%, respectively. The same number for the
average ETF is 27.97%. In conclusion, these findings
bespoke of the low riskiness of pairs trading with
interfamily dually listed ETFs even when leverage is
applied.

Table 11 further examines the strategy's
systematic risk exposure using the IAPM. The
formula for the IAPM model is written as:

𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐1
+ 𝛽3𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐2 + 𝜀 (7)

Where 𝑟𝑃𝐹 is the return on the traded portfolio and
𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 the return of the MSCI World index.
𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐1 and 𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐2 represent the returns of
the FTSE 100 and S&P 500 indexes, respectively. I
use log-transformed returns in excess of the U.S. one
month T-bill rate. I apply the logarithmic
transformation to account for the positive skewness

and heteroscedasticity in the model's residuals to
achieve a better fit.

The portfolio's monthly excess log-returns remain
significant at a 1% level even when adjusted with the
IAPM. The risk-adjusted monthly return is 2.55%.
Further, the IAPM factors do not have significant
explanatory power over the returns. However, the
returns seem to be positively related to the global
portfolio and negatively to the domestic portfolios.
Nevertheless, the standard errors are too high to
separate these effects from zero on a significant level.
This relationship's self-explanatory reasoning is that
the portfolio consists of international ETFs, as
presented in the sample description in the first
appendix table.

Table 11: International asset pricing model summary, (%)

Total Long Short

α
2.552*** 0.904*** 1.822***
(0.281) (0.207) (0.365)

MSCI
WORLD

0.117 1.026*** -0.904***
(0.248) (0.351) (0.335)

FTSE 100
-0.061 -0.174 0.094
(0.098) (0.142) (0.118)

S&P 500
-0.351 -0.519* 0.106
(0.261) (0.270) (0.317)

Adjusted R2 0.149 0.288 0.418

This table presents the results of regressing the pairs portfolio's
monthly excess log-returns against the International Asset Pricing
Model. It further analyses the pairs portfolio's long and short legs. The
standard errors within the brackets are calculated using the Newey-
West method with three lags to account for heteroscedasticity and
serial correlation. ***, **, and * note 1%, 5%, and 10% significance
levels, respectively. The used model is noted as:
𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐1 + 𝛽3𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐2 + 𝜀

Further examination of the portfolio's long and
short legs emphasize the domination of the short legs'
returns. The IAPM adjusted excess returns of the
short legs are twice the long counterparts' size,
thereby contributing to approximately two-thirds of
the total portfolio's monthly profitability. This
finding indicates that the mean reversion cannot
purely explain the returns of the strategy. The global
portfolio factor can significantly explain both the
long and short leg's returns regarding the factor
exposures. It comes as no surprise that the short leg
is negatively related to the global portfolio. The



global factor's loading on the long and short legs is
1.03 and -0.90, respectively. Differing from the short
leg, the second domestic portfolio, i.e., the S&P 500,
has a significant negative impact on the long leg's
returns on a 5% significance level. The effect is -0.52.
I attribute this exposure to the continuous higher
performance of the S&P 500 index during the trading
period compared to emerging market indexes
included in half of the underlying ETF portfolios.
Finally, by using the adjusted R-squared as the
estimate of the explanatory power of the IAPM
model, I find that approximately 85% of the risk in
pairs trading the ETFs is idiosyncratic, i.e., the model
manages to explain 15% of the variation in the
portfolio's excess returns.

Since on an IAPM risk-adjusted basis, the returns
seem not to be only due to mean reversion, I employ
the Fama French (1996) three-factor model to further
examine its exposure to common risk factors. The
three-factor model is noted as:

𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑅𝑃+ 𝛽2𝑆𝑀𝐵+ 𝛽3𝐻𝑀𝐿+ 𝜀 (8)

Where 𝑟𝑃𝐹 is the monthly excess log-return on the
pairs portfolio. MRP is the value-weighted market
portfolio adjusted with the U.S. one month T-bill
rate. SMB is the difference between the average
returns of three equally weighted small-cap portfolios
and three large-cap portfolios. Whereas HML
represents the difference between two portfolios of
companies with high book to market ratios and two
portfolios of companies with low book to market
ratios. The interpretation of these factors is the return
premium on small-cap and value stocks, respectively.
When applying the model, I group the pairs
according to their underlying ETFs' market. Thereby,
I divide the model into estimates for the North-
America, Japan, Pacific ex-Japan, and Emerging
Markets pairs. In general, e.g., a positive loading on
the SMB indicates that the strategy performs well
when small caps perform. The same applies to the
value premium. A negative factor loading suggests
the opposite.

I test the portfolio's returns against these factors
for two reasons. First, to further examine the
differences between the long and short legs. Second,
to test an alternative hypothesis for possible market
dependency due to the following motivation. Pairs

trading has performed well during bearish periods
measured with a high VIX index level (Huck (2015)).
Moreover, the performance was significantly
different from normal during the dot-com bubble and
global financial crisis driven bear markets of 2000-
2002 and 2007-2009 (Do and Faff (2012)). Pairs
trading strategy's performance during the bear
markets is relevant since it could explain part of its
profitability within my trading period. Durand et al.
(2011) find that investors' expectations of the
market's volatility measured with VIX drive variation
in the Fama French factors. They associate higher
fear measured by the VIX level to the momentary
falling market return, increased value premium, and
decreased size premium. The effect is most
prominent with the market (MRP) and value
premiums (HML). Further, they associate these
effects with the phenomenon of flight-to-quality
assets discussed by Abel (1988) and Barsky (1989).
Thereby, I test whether I can find exposure to these
factors that are amplified by the flight-to-quality
movement to explain some of the profitability of
pairs trading within my sample.

First, similarly to Jacobs and Weber (2015), I use
a dummy variable model to test whether there exists
a connection between higher than average returns and
VIX. I calculate average monthly levels for the VIX
index using daily data during the trading period. I
then divide the months into five quantiles and assign
the value of one to the highest quantile. Finally, I
apply a linear regression model between the
strategy's monthly log-returns and the VIX dummy
variable. I present the results in table 12 on the next
page. The model is noted as:

𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑉𝐼𝑋𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 + 𝜀 (9)

I find that the excess log-returns are significantly
higher during months of high VIX. On these months,
the excess log-return is 1.76 times higher than on
other months on a 5% significance level. Thereby, the
positive relationship between the general indicator of
fear and the strategy's performance presented by
Huck (2015) seem to persist in my sample.

I then apply the Fama French three-factor model
specified in formula (8). If the factor exposure
resembles the effects of the market's flight to quality
assets, the Fama French 3-factor model should



explain the variability in the excess returns at some
level. Moreover, the factor loading on SMB should
be negative, indicating temporary overperformance
of large-cap stocks, whereas HML positive,
indicating the increase in the value premium. Table
13 presents the results.

Table 12: Returns during high VIX level, (%)

Returns during high VIX level

Average return, (α) 1.936***
   Standard error (Newey-West) (0.179)
Top quantile VIX dummy, (𝛽1) 1.474**
   Standard error (Newey-West) (0.616)

This table presents the results of regressing the pairs portfolio's monthly
excess log-returns against a VIX dummy variable. The dummy variable
receives a value of one on the trading period's months, where the average
level VIX reaches its top quantile. The standard errors within the
brackets are calculated using the Newey-West method with three lags to
account for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. ***, **, and * note
1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively. The used model is
noted as:
𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑉𝐼𝑋𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 + 𝜀

Overall, monthly excess log-returns remain
significantly positive. However, despite the North-
American pairs, the risk-adjusted excess log-returns
are lower than the raw average returns of single pairs
(2.26%) presented in table 3. The explanatory power
of the factors varies between the markets. Using
adjusted R-squared as a measure of explanatory
power, the model performs best with the North-
American pairs explaining 21.0% of the excess log-
returns' variance. The same numbers for Japan,
Pacific ex-Japan, and Emerging markets are 8.6%,
2.6%, and 3.0%.

The significance of the factor loadings varies
between the markets. However, where significant,
the loading is as predicted. The strategy's returns
seem to settle on periods when the factors'
performance mirror the flight-to-quality movement.
Each factor is significant on two of the four markets
where the underlying trade. E.g., one unit change in
the factors resembling the flight-to-quality
movement increases the monthly returns on average
by 0.40 percentage points. The average risk-adjusted
monthly excess return is 2.29%, which is roughly
similar to the unadjusted return.

First, these findings question the strategy's
commonly reported market neutrality when applied

Table 13: FF3 risk factor model exposures, (%)
North-

America Japan Pacific
Ex-Japan

Emerging
Markets

α 3.201*** 1.964*** 1.842*** 2.134***
(0.309) (0.353) (0.285) (0.233)

MRP -0.382*** -0.239* -0.080 -0.089
(0.121) (0.130) (0.108) (0.063)

SMB 0.069 -0.161 -0.189** -0.299*
(0.151) (0.155) (0.091) (0.162)

HML 0.240*** 0.041 0.265** 0.191
(0.086) (0.094) (0.128) (0.120)

Adjusted
R2 0.210 0.086 0.026 0.030

This table presents the results of regressing the portfolio's monthly
excess log-returns against the Fama French (1996) three factor model.
The portfolio is divided to markets that the underlying portfolios
trade. Each market is assigned its own MRP, SMB, and HML factor.
The standard errors within the brackets are calculated using the
Newey-West method with three lags to account for heteroscedasticity
and serial correlation. ***, **, and * note 1%, 5%, and 10%
significance levels, respectively. The used model is noted as:
𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑅𝑃 + 𝛽2𝑆𝑀𝐵 + 𝛽3𝐻𝑀𝐿 + 𝜀

to dual-listed interfamily ETFs. Although the
strategy produces significant alpha measured with
both the IAPM and Fama French models, the Fama
French model indicates that the risk factors can
explain a minor part of the profitability. Second, the
strategy's higher performance seems to be connected
to times when the flight-to-quality movement occurs
in the markets. Although, due to the limited sample
of 8 pairs, further research with a larger sample
including, e.g., the families of Vanguard, State Street,
and Invesco, is needed to confirm the connection
between flight-to-quality and the returns of dual-
listed interfamily ETF pairs.

In table 14, I further apply the Fama French three-
factor model to the portfolio's long and short legs. I
find a similar pattern in the risk-adjusted returns as
with the IAPM model. The risk-adjusted excess
returns of the short leg are, on average, over two
times higher. Moreover, the returns from the Pacific
ex-Japan pair's long leg are not significant from zero.
These risk-adjusted excess return differences further
prove that the strategy's excess returns are not purely
a product of mean reversion. Instead, the profitability
is more likely due to correction in the mispricing of
the U.K. ETFs.



Table 14: FF3 risk factor model exposures, (%)
Long position

North
America Japan Pacific

Ex-Japan
Emerging
Markets

α 0.954*** 0.660** -0.187 0.787***

(0.279) (0.298) (0.334) (0.278)

MRP 0.144* 0.327*** 0.918*** 0.493***

(0.083) (0.078) (0.152) (0.127)

SMB 0.139 0.036 -0.033 0.089

(0.196) (0.106) (0.150) (0.202)

HML 0.340** -0.165 -0.148 0.137

(0.147) (0.132) (0.218) (0.168)

Adjusted
R2 0.122 0.120 0.440 0.281

Short position
North

America Japan Pacific
Ex-Japan

Emerging
Markets

α 2.337*** 1.339** 2.001*** 1.443***

(0.472) (0.570) (0.392) (0.354)

MRP -0.537*** -0.632*** -1.012*** -0.665***

(0.157) (0.198) (0.142) (0.133)

SMB -0.072 -0.131 -0.100 -0.509

(0.195) (0.183) (0.165) (0.308)

HML -0.111 0.306 0.356 0.094

(0.207) (0.185) (0.217) (0.179)

Adjusted
R2 0.216 0.245 0.476 0.230

This table presents the results of regressing the portfolio's long and
short legs' monthly excess log-returns against the Fama French (1996)
three factor model. The portfolio is divided to markets that the
underlying portfolios trade. Each market is assigned its own MRP,
SMB, and HML factor. The standard errors within the brackets are
calculated using the Newey-West method with three lags to account
for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. ***, **, and * note 1%,
5%, and 10% significance levels, respectively. The used model is
noted as:
𝑟𝑃𝐹 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑅𝑃 + 𝛽2𝑆𝑀𝐵 + 𝛽3𝐻𝑀𝐿 + 𝜀

7 Comparison to current literature

First, I compare my findings to the baseline
approach by GGR and a comprehensive cointegration
application by Huck and Afawubo (2015). Second, I
discuss my results in light of the international  ETF
pairs trading working paper by Schizas (2011) and
the similar 'Siamese twins' study settings by Li et al.
(2014) and Jong et al. (2009).

In the following comparison, regarding GGR, I
use the one-day waiting period total portfolio returns
calculated with the committed capital method.
Regarding Huck and Afawubo, from here on HA, I

point to the two-year forming period returns
calculated using the two standard deviation threshold
rule. Contrary to the return calculation applied in this
paper and GGR, Huck and Afawubo calculate their
returns using the fully-invested method. Further, in
months when under ten pairs open, they invest the
excess capital to the S&P 500 index.

The main difference between these papers is that
pairs trading with interfamily dual-listed ETFs is a
short-term strategy entering, on average, six new
positions every month. Further, the average pair takes
only approximately four days to converge. The same
durations for HA and GGR are one and four months,
respectively. Also, the number of nonconverging
pairs is high in HA compared to mine. Only 1.34% of
traded pairs did not converge during my sample. The
same number for HA is 56% (GGR does not report).
There also exists a difference between the after
transaction cost excess returns. HA reports monthly
excess returns of 1.38%, whereas GGR 0.40%. The
same number for my strategy is 2.28%, and if
adjusted with the Federal Reserve Board minimum
margin requirement to account for the CFD's
leverage, 0.90%.  In all three, the risk-adjusted excess
returns remain significant. However, in contrast to
HA and GGR, I cannot confirm that the portfolio is
market neutral. The market risk premium, HML, and
SMB factors have significant explanatory power
varying between the traded markets.

Further, when considering the return distribution
between the long and short positions, HA's differs
from GGR and my findings. In the HA's
cointegration application with common stocks,  long
and short positions contribute equally, indicating
mean reversion exploitation. Whereas in my and
GGR's models, a significant portion of returns comes
from the short leg contradicting mean reversion.
Further analysis of the return to risk ratios between
trading the common stocks and ETFs reveals relative
overperformance. The ETF strategy experiences
higher monthly Sharpe ratios, even though it contains
high leverage compared to HA and GGR.  The
monthly Sharpe ratios for HA, GGR, and my
portfolio are 0.65, 0.45 GGR, and 1.05.

Comparison of return ranges further indicates that
the ETF based strategy yields more consistent
returns. The monthly ranges in the previous order are
-8.88/22.59%, -2.72/17.10%, and -0.49/11.93%.



Regardless of the selection method or the underlying,
all returns experience positive skewness and extreme
occasional positive returns. However, my results are
more in line with HA with a similar kurtosis level,
4.28 and 5.83, respectively. I contribute this to the
shared cointegration method. Finally, similar to my
results, HA does not detect a trend in the profitability
during their sample. Overall, the benefits of trading
fundamentally tied securities seem to provide
relatively constant and return-risk-efficient
performance compared to mainly statistically
selected pairs even when leverage is applied.
However, the main shortcoming of my paper is
evident; the sample size is marginal.

Some similarities are worth mentioning between
my findings and the work of Schizas et al. (2011).
The returns of pair trading with exchange-traded
funds, whether interfamily or not, seem to be
determined by the short leg. This effect is evident in
Schizas (2011) sample as well as in mine.  Moreover,
both strategies load significantly on the HML factor
presented by Fama and French (1996). Although the
effect is small, this finding motivates to study further
the connection between periods of large-cap
performance and ETF pairs trading. The higher risk-
adjusted performance of the developed market ETF
pairs relative to emerging markets also persists in
Schizas' sample. Nevertheless, in contrast to my
findings, the risk-adjusted returns lose economic
significance when adjusted by Fama and French
three-factor model augmented by Carhart's (1997)
momentum factor. However, a further comparison is
difficult since they use, e.g., different opening
thresholds than the common literature and a modified
distance model differing from GGR.

My findings connect to the results of similar
'Siamese twins' settings by Li et al. (2014) and Jong
et al. (2009). 'Siamese twins' can be described as
securities that are issued by the same company, carry
equal cash flow rights, and thereby, in theory, have
similar risk characteristics (Li et al. (2014).

The use of profound cointegration modeling, even
when there is fundamental reasoning behind the
traded securities' connectedness, seems to provide a
profitable estimation framework for the pairs' return
to parity.  Li et al. (2009) apply similar cointegration
testing to assess the relationship between dual-class
Chinese A and H shares. In line with my results, they

find trading the fundamentally tied securities to beat
the market in absolute returns and return to risk
ratios. However, Jong et al. (2009) test a similar
setting with dual-listed companies in the international
markets but do not employ cointegration to model the
mispricing between fundamentally tied securities.
Instead, they trade the absolute difference in price
between the dual-listed shares. They find that the
strategy yield transaction cost robust annual excess
returns of 10% but faces substantial uncertainty in
estimating convergence to parity. Further, they find
that its idiosyncratic risk increases to 30–35%, which
during the sample accounted for 1.5 times higher
volatility than the S&P 500 index experienced. These
differences provide further motivation to use
cointegration modeling even with fundamentally
bound securities.

8 Conclusions

This paper extends the pairs trading literature by
providing an empirical application of pairs trading to
dual-listed exchange-traded funds.  My contribution
lies in thorough risk and return analysis implemented
using cointegration and various robustness measures
presented by Gatev et al. (2006). Further, the strategy
considers possible real-world restrictions regarding
the PRIIPs regulation within the European Union. It
thereby executes trading through contracts for
difference using real-level transaction costs set by
Saxo Bank A/S.

I find that the pairs trading anomaly persists when
applied to dual-listed exchange-traded funds yielding
30.9% annual excess returns. Further, the CFD
leverage adjusted return is 11.5%. Albeit the global
assets invested in ETFs increased four-fold during
the sample, I do not detect a decreasing trend in the
profitability or the number of pairs opening.
However, while the strategy exploits the mispricing
between the U.S. and U.K. listings, its profitability
cannot be attributed solely to mean reversion. Rather,
my findings indicate that the profitability derives
from a lead-lag relationship where the U.K. shares act
as a follower. Finally, the strategy is not entirely
market neutral when modeled with the Fama French
three-factor model. Moreover, I find indications that
some of its profitability could be due to a flight-to-
quality movement during a high market fear level.
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Appendix

Table 1: Description of the ETFs

Ticker Underlying index NAV ($M, 2020)
TER

(2020)
Distribution schedule

IVV
S&P 500

231,787 0.03 % Quarterly
IDUS.L 11,128 0.07 % Quartely

IJR
S&P SmallCap 600

49,833 0.06 % Quarterly
IDP6.L 1,048 0.40 % Semi-Annual

SCJ
MSCI Japan SmallCap

67 0.49 % Semi-Annual
IDJP.L 246 0.58 % Semi-Annual

EPP
MSCI Pacific ex-Japan

1,984 0.48 % Semi-Annual
IPXJ.L 251 0.60 % Quarterly

FXI
FTSE China 50

3,760 0.74 % Semi-Annual
IDFX.L 600 0.74 % Quarterly

EEM
MSCI EM Markets

26,278 0.68 % Semi-Annual
IDEM.L 3,183 0.18 % Quarterly

EWT
MSCI Taiwan 25/50, 20/35.L

4,972 0.59 % Annual
IDTW.L 492 0.74 % Semi-Annual

EWY
MSCI Korea 25/50, 20/35.L

5,642 0.59 % Semi-Annual
IDKO.L 548 0.74 % Semi-Annual

This table presents the overview of all dual-listed US UK iShares® exchange traded equity funds that fill the following criteria: 1) Same underlying
index, 2) base currency in USD, 3) distribution of income, and 4) data available through 2010-2019. Ticker column notes ETFs listed in London Stock
Exchange with symbol" L". The MSCI Taiwan and Korea indexes with 25/50 weighting are related to Regulated Investment Companies (RICs) in
U.S. The weightings mean the following. No single issuer exceeds 25% of the index weight and Sum of all the issuers with weights above 5% does
not exceed 50% of the index weight. In the 20/35 the weight of the largest entity in the index is constrained to 35% and the weights of all other entities
are constrained to a maximum of 20%. The tracking difference between these weightings is trivial.

Table 2: Risk and return summary of selected ETFs, monthly (%)

Pair
US, UK

Average
Return

Standard
Deviation

Sharpe
Ratio

Inform.ratio Skewness Kurtosis
M/VaR

(5%)
Max

Drawdown
Return

< 0
Range

IVV 0.994 3.182 0.312 -0.187 -0.674 0.963 -4.730 14.574 27.083 -9.8/ 8.4
IDUS.L 0.987 3.291 0.300 -0.086 -0.602 0.713 -4.888 14.379 30.208 -8.6/ 9.2

IJR 0.960 4.257 0.225 -0.265 -0.466 0.904 -6.471 23.995 33.333 -12.9/ 12.3
IDP6.L 0.917 4.304 0.213 -0.108 -0.398 0.720 -6.536 23.276 33.333 -11.6/ 13.3

SCJ 0.607 3.665 0.166 -0.072 -0.286 1.622 -5.562 23.065 39.583 -10.0/ 12.5
IDJP.L 0.653 3.512 0.186 -0.050 -0.303 1.632 -5.274 21.524 36.458 -10.1/ 12.0

EPP 0.233 4.377 0.053 -0.085 -0.341 0.288 -7.316 31.082 39.583 -11.6/ 11.3
IPXJ.L 0.287 4.321 0.066 -0.054 -0.546 0.763 -7.360 29.857 42.708 -12.4/ 10.8

FXI 0.348 5.831 0.060 -0.058 -0.076 -0.080 -9.329 40.946 38.542 -12.2/ 15.5
IDFX.L 0.358 5.764 0.062 -0.062 -0.107 -0.057 -9.254 40.346 43.75 -12.56/ 15.7

EEM 0.218 4.602 0.047 -0.091 0.059 0.014 -7.234 32.770 48.958 -10.8/ 12.9
IDEM.L 0.248 4.526 0.055 -0.095 -0.107 0.091 -7.285 32.293 46.875 -12.4/ 12.2

EWT 0.644 4.352 0.148 -0.047 -0.440 -0.326 -7.031 25.718 41.667 -12.1/ 8.8
IDTW.L 0.649 4.327 0.150 -0.059 -0.571 0.201 -7.087 25.402 40.625 -12.7/ 8.3

EWY 0.257 5.244 0.049 -0.113 -0.126 0.058 -8.504 34.745 44.792 -15.0/ 13.5
IDKO.L 0.387 5.200 0.074 0.009 -0.174 0.029 -8.373 33.506 41.667 -14.4/12.9
Average 0.547 4.422 0.135 -0.089 -0.322 0.471 -7.015 27.967 39.323 -11.8/ 11.9
Develop 0.705 3.864 0.190 -0.113 -0.452 0.951 -6.017 22.719 35.286 -10.9/ 11.2

Emerging 0.389 4.981 0.081 -0.065 -0.193 -0.009 -8.012 33.216 43.360 -12.8/ 12.5

This table presents the risk and return summary of the selected exchange-traded funds during 2012-2019. All returns are calculated in excess of the
one-month T-bill rate. Return < 0 notes the percentage of times that the ETF yielded negative returns during the trading period. M/VaR notes the
modified value at risk calculation. Range presents the range of realized monthly returns according to min and max values.


